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Purpose of the Handbook
The Hawaii State Department of Education (HIDOE) continues to be proactive and agile in its
tri-level response to the COVID-19 pandemic across schools, complex areas, and state offices.
This fall, our public school system will be one of the first districts across the country to welcome
students, educators, and staff back to school.
Principals are in the midst of evaluating school facilities, teacher-student ratios, and health
guidelines to ensure the continuity of learning on healthy and safe campuses. It is a
monumental task that lacks precedent and challenges our ability to continually adjust and
recalibrate to a new normal while grappling with budgetary shortfalls and economic recovery
efforts.
This handbook provides our school principals with an overview of key areas for decision-making
and considerations affecting the opening of school year (SY) 2020-21. It addresses school
operations, requirements (must-dos) with timelines, guidelines (how-to) with operating
procedures, and program lead contact information and, in addressing the ongoing COVID-19
situation, serves as a complement to current Hawaii State Board of Education (BOE) policies
and HIDOE protocols, manuals and procedures. This handbook is a living document that will
continue to be updated as conditions change throughout the 2020-21 school year.
During this time of uncertainty and crisis, mahalo for your tremendous leadership and insight as
we venture forward to reinvent our school designs to optimize learning for our haumana and
refocus our professional development to expand distance learning support for our educators.

HIDOE Communications
HIDOE will continue to share updates about SY 2020-21 and the COVID-19 situation:
●
●

On its public website, intranet and social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn).
As needed, updates will also be emailed to official k12.hi.us Google accounts.

Due to the large number of employees, students and families served by the HIDOE, there will
be situations where important and urgent messages are communicated through traditional
media including news stations, newspapers and radio.
Schools are encouraged to audit their communication channels to ensure that they are working
properly, contacts are up-to-date, and determine whether or not additional channels are needed
to communicate with internal and external school community audiences.
HIDOE’s Communications Branch is tasked with providing support during crisis situations
including media relations, school-level messaging such as letters to parents and staff,
SchoolMessenger copy, and coordinating a communications response with HIDOE leadership.
If media contacts a school, administrators are encouraged to work with the Communications
Branch to ensure accurate and timely information is provided while also protecting student and
employee privacy, as required by law.
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Contact:
●
●

●

Main phone line: (808) 784-6200 (staffed Monday through Friday, 7:45 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)
Email address: doeinfo@k12.hi.us (This account is monitored Monday through Friday,
7:45 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.; however, in an emergency situation it is not recommended to
email this account.)
For after hour emergencies, administrators should make sure they have the cell phone
number for the Communications Director. If not, they can contact (808) 784-6200
during business hours to get it or work with their Complex Area Superintendent.

Back to Table of Contents
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HIDOE Core Assumptions for Reopening Schools
The Core Assumptions for Reopening Schools shall serve as the guiding principles to support
decision-making throughout the HIDOE tri-level structure as schools, complex areas, and state
offices navigate the changing circumstances in Hawaii and collective impacts on our public
school system.
1. The core operations of public education1 and school models must be adjusted according to
the Impact Level of the public health emergency identified for the community. Impact levels
may vary by County. The matrix below displays the five levels of impact as described by the
Governor’s Reopening Hawaii Plan and the potential changes in the HIDOE’s operations in
opening schools.
Stay at Home
(Major
Disruption)
Online distance
learning and
instructional
packets.

Safer at Home
(Moderate
Disruption)

Act with Care
(Minor
Disruption)

Recovery
(Minimal
Disruption)

Distance learning
will continue.

Distance learning
will continue.

Face-to-face
instruction is
provided in
compliance with
CDC and DOH
guidelines for
vulnerable learners
for whom online
learning is not
appropriate.

Face-to-face
instruction is
provided in
compliance with
CDC and DOH
guidelines for
vulnerable learners
and early grade
levels (K-2; SPED
PreK).

Face-to-face
instruction in
compliance with
CDC and DOH
guidelines is
allowable for all
students.

Based on an
evaluation of
operations,
personnel, and
facilities,
face-to-face
instruction may
include additional
groups of students.

Blended learning
and distance
learning may be
used to reduce the
number of
students on
campus to enable
social distancing.

New Normal
(No Disruption)
All students are
allowed back on
campus.
HIDOE will
continue to monitor
the public health
situation for any
changes.

2. SY 2020-21 will include an array of delivery instructional models that are developmentally
appropriate to the needs of learners, adhere to the health and safety guidelines, and
consider the unique conditions of the community regarding the impact of COVID-19.

1

Core Operations include student transportation, food services, safety and security, facilities use,
academic and co-curricular program, adult education, athletics, etc.
Back to Table of Contents
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Targeted Start Date:

Teachers – July 29, 2020
Students – August 17, 2020

Delivery of instruction: 1) In-class, 2) Blended learning, 3) Virtual/online
Pursuant to the BOE resolution adopted on June 18, 2020, “BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
that the Board decrees that the Department may consider distance learning and hybrid
learning equivalent to in-person learning for purposes of calculating instructional days and
student hours and meeting the requirements of Section 302A-251, HRS, provided that the
Department issues clear directives to schools and guidance to families and the public
regarding how Department schools must calculate instructional days and student hours in
distance learning and hybrid learning settings; ...”
3. School models will reflect a culture of care that is consistent with the BOE principles of
Giving Hope, Acting with Kindness, and Working toward Togetherness. Thus, school models
will demonstrate:
a. Adherence to the health and sanitation directives to ensure the health and safety
of our students, employees, families, and community members.
b. Priority for students who have challenges with online learning or need additional
support to be successful academically for on-campus learning.
c. Flexibility as schools address facilities and workforce capacity and health and
safety guidelines to provide supervision and optimal learning conditions for their
most vulnerable students. Models will be designed to align within a complex area
to support families with learners in multiple schools to the greatest extent
possible.
4. Accommodations, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), will be
provided for teachers, administrators, school staff, and students who are at heightened risk
for severe illness from COVID-19 due to their age or other health conditions.

SCHOOL DESIGN
August 17, 2020 is designated as the first day of school on the BOE-approved revised SY
2020-21 school calendar. The multi-track schools will follow the single-track school calendar for
SY 2020-21.
HIDOE will monitor announcements from the Governor’s office and the Department of Health
daily to estimate the impact of COVID-19 on school programs throughout the school year.
Additional adjustments
●

●

Schools with families enrolling their child after the start of the school year may need to
adjust for the influx of new students, which may result in the need for additional classes
and adjustments to procedures regarding meal service, common areas, and transitions
between classrooms and buildings.
All teachers will need time to assess student readiness for grade level and/or
coursework at the beginning of the school year and are expected to adjust their
instructional plans according to student needs.
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●

To support virtual learning, schools will work with families to distribute devices for
learning at home.

School Models
For SY 2020-21, school leaders created elementary, middle/intermediate, and high school
models for the reopening of the school year. Multi-leveled schools and boarding schools may
consider any of the approved models within the grade-level bands that they serve (i.e., a K-8
school may consider adopting an elementary or middle school model).
School models may vary due to:
a) number and size of school facilities,
b) ability to accommodate enrollment numbers, and
c) impact of instructional staff vacancies.
Adoption and Approval of SY 2020-21 School Model
Consistent with the BOE principles of Working toward Togetherness, s chool leaders will work
with their school communities to propose adjustments to school day schedules and delivery of
instruction methods (face-to-face, online, hybrid/blended).
All adopted models must be consistent with the Core Assumptions and approved by the
Complex Area Superintendent. Complex Area Superintendents will assure that the models for
their portfolio of schools are redesigned to support families with learners in multiple schools to
the greatest extent possible. Exceptions to the presented models must be submitted, with
justification, for approval to the Office of the Superintendent by the Complex Area
Superintendent. As schools have their models approved, principals or their designees will work
with their respective Complex Area Superintendent and teams to modify procedures for the
smooth operations of the school.
As Hawaii progresses towards the “New Normal”, the Superintendent will communicate any
necessary adjustments to the school models or school schedules three weeks prior to the end
of the quarter. The announcement will give schools and the community time to adjust to the
changes. In cases of emergency, HIDOE, working under the direction of the state Department of
Health, will direct immediate actions to be taken to ensure the health and safety of students and
employees.
Each school model adopted must:
● Ensure 180 days of instruction;
● Prioritize Kindergarten through Grade 2 and Pre-Kindergarten students for face-to-face
learning on campus (as applicable);
● Prioritize vulnerable students, including but not limited to children with disabilities,
English learners, and economically disadvantaged students, for face-to-face or online
learning, as appropriate, on campus;
● Allow for student support services to be provided;
● Ensure compliance with social distancing and health and sanitation guidelines from state
health officials and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); and
● Abide by the current collective bargaining agreements between the labor unions and
HIDOE.
Back to Table of Contents
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In selecting a model, schools should consider the impact on school operations, such as bus
transportation and the delivery of meals to all students, the impact on personnel, and the
delivery of non-academic learning activities such as social emotional learning.

Elementary School Models

Elementary School Models
Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Model A: Face-to-Face Learning Model
● All students on campus daily (full-time) for face-to-face
instruction.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model B: Blended Rotation
● All students will be on rotation.
● Priority will be given to K-2 students and vulnerable
students for daily face-to-face instruction to the greatest
extent possible.
● Groupings of students on a rotation will best
accommodate the needs of the school community.
○ Example of groupings - A/B, A/B/C, A/B/C/D,
AM/PM, alpha, geographic, other
● One group of students to be present on campus receiving
face-to-face instruction while the other group(s)
participates in distance learning.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model C: Hybrid (Face-to-Face & Blended Rotation)
● Lower Elementary and Vulnerable Students: Face-to-face
instruction daily (full-time)
● Upper Elementary: Blended Rotation

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1

Priority must be given to PreK-2 students for face-to-face instruction. Given their maturity level and limited literacy and
social skills, these students are the least equipped to learn independently. Additional grades should be added as space
and social distancing allow. Schools should limit the mixing of students during the school day.
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Middle School Models

Middle School Models
Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Model A: Face-to-Face Learning Model
● All students on campus daily (full-time) for face-to-face
instruction.
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student
could work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model B: A/B Two-Day Rotation Learning Model
● Face-to-face learning with online instruction that includes
synchronous (occurring at the same, assigned times) and
asynchronous (online tasks outside of scheduled class
times may be completed at different times) learning along
with projects and choice boards.
● Students report to school twice a week.
● Priority will be given to vulnerable students for daily
face-to-face instruction to the greatest extent possible.
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student
could work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model C: Combination Rotation Learning Model
● This model is similar to the Two-Day Rotation Model.
● Schools determine the number of days in which students
report to campus for face-to-face learning, such as once
per week or five days over three weeks, depending on the
school context.
● Priority will be given to vulnerable students for daily
face-to-face instruction to the greatest extent possible.
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student
could work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y
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High School Models

High School Models
Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Y/N

Model A: Face-to-Face Learning Model
● All students on campus daily (full time) for face-to-face
instruction.
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student could
work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model B: A/B Two-Day Rotation Learning Model
● Priority will be given to vulnerable students for daily face-to-face
instruction to the greatest extent possible.
● Blended learning strategies will be implemented to deliver
lessons to students, Group A and B.
● One group of students to be present on campus receiving
face-to-face instruction while the other group participates in
distance learning, rotating twice a week.
● Principal will have the flexibility to determine the rotational
schedule.
○ Possible rotations include, but are not limited to, alpha,
grade level, houses, academies, geographic.
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student could
work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

Model C: Hybrid (Face-to-Face & Blended Rotation)
● Most vulnerable students on campus daily for face-to-face
instruction.
● Blended learning strategies will be implemented to deliver
lessons for the other students.
● Group(s) of students to be present on campus receiving
face-to-face instruction while the other group(s) participates in
distance learning, on a rotational basis.
● Provide flexibility to principal to determine rotational schedule
○ Possible rotations: A/B/C, A/B/C/D, AM/PM, alpha,
grade level, houses, academies, geographic
● Teacher would work with family to determine if student could
work from home asynchronously.

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y
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HIDOE Virtual Offering
The approved school models provide for online and blended distance learning to support social
distancing while ensuring academic learning continues in whatever environment students may
be provided. All schools are preparing for the possibility of future school closures by increasing
device accessibility to students, building teacher capacity for virtual engagement with their
students, and offering online courses for credits towards graduation. While in-school,
face-to-face instruction is preferred, there may be situations in which parents may choose virtual
learning only. The Department is ready to support schools with identifying virtual solutions for
their students. Working with their home school, once a parent selects a virtual-only option, the
parent commits to this selection for the entire length specified in order to earn the credit or
grade.

Students with High-Risk Medical Conditions
Parents and families should be encouraged to consult their child’s healthcare provider to
discuss the appropriateness of students with high-risk medical conditions attending campus for
in-person instruction. This also includes students who depend on mechanical ventilation and
students with tracheostomies.
When a student is at high risk for infection due to an underlying medical condition, the parent or
school may request a meeting to discuss Section 504 eligibility and accommodations. In these
cases, when a student is eligible for a Section 504 plan, providing online instruction and other
distance learning opportunities may be an appropriate accommodation to the school’s
instructional model.
Parents of students with disabilities who are more susceptible to infections may want their child
educated at home. When a student needs homebound instruction, ordered by a physician or
medical practitioner, because of a medical problem for a period of 10 days or longer, the
Individualized Education Program (IEP) team must meet to determine a change in placement
(e.g. homebound). Schools should enlist the assistance of the public health nurse (PHN) and/or
skilled nursing staff to assist the parent in obtaining a medical order by a qualified medical
practitioner.

Homeschooling
Parents who are reluctant to send their children to school while Hawaii continues to deal with
the community spread of COVID-19 and do not want their children to participate in the distance
learning options available may choose to homeschool their children. Homeschooling is a
parent-initiated educational alternative to compulsory school attendance. An Exceptions to
Compulsory Education form (Form 4140) or a letter of intent to homeschool must be sent to the
principal. Please direct the parent to the HIDOE website for more information on the
requirements for homeschooling.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
Overview
Department staff shall refer to the Department’s Health and Safety Handbook for a
comprehensive set of guidelines that ensure the continuity of learning on healthy and safe
campuses. The Health and Safety Handbook serves as a supplement to this Principal
Handbook on Reopening Schools for School Year (SY) 2020-21.

CAMPUS OPERATIONS
Visitors on Campus
Schools shall take all reasonable precautions to maintain and enforce social distancing and
mask requirements when meeting with parents and the public at school and HIDOE offices.
●
●
●

●

Appointments may be required to properly schedule and maintain health and safety
measures.
Principals and their designees shall have the authority to restrict access to the campus
for those individuals exhibiting any symptoms of illness.
Principals and their designees shall have the authority to restrict access to the campus if
a visitor doesn’t have an appointment, and allow for scheduling a future appointment or
other means of communication to maintain health and safety measures.
Persons who are restricted from physical presence at the school or office shall be
allowed to conduct business by telephone or other appropriate audio-visual technology.

Enrollment Count Dates
Official Enrollment Count
● August 31, 2020
Weighted Student Formula
● Count 1: August 31, 2020
● Count 2: October 12, 2020
● Count 3: January 8, 2021
Refer to SY 2020-21 Weighted Student Formula Updates memo dated August 19, 2020.
Special Education Per-Pupil Allocation (SPPA)
● Tentative allocation adjustment: April 30, 2020
● A final allocation adjustment on August 17, 2020 will be based on the students who were
confirmed to be eligible for Special Education services on April 30, 2020. This will
determine the SPPA calculation for SY 2020-21.
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Attendance
To satisfy the requirements of HRS §302A-1132, schools shall take daily student attendance.
School attendance procedures shall support varying school designs and learning opportunities,
including in-person, online and blended instruction.
Schools using Infinite Campus (IC) shall take daily attendance and enter it into the system. The
module to enter information, either IC Attendance Module or Attendance Assignment in IC
Gradebook, shall be determined by the Complex Area Superintendent for their respective
complex areas.
Additional information about attendance can be found on the HIDOE Intranet (employee login
required):
https://intranet.hawaiipublicschools.org/offices/ociss/programs/csss/Pages/School-Attendance.a
spx
Pursuant to the BOE resolution adopted on June 18, 2020, “BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
the Board decrees that public school students engaged in distance learning being delivered by
the Department or a charter school shall be considered in attendance at a public school for
compulsory attendance purposes, pursuant to Section 302A-1132, HRS, provided that the
Department issues clear directives to Department schools and guidance to families and the
public regarding how Department schools are to determine whether a student is engaged in
distance learning and in attendance…”

Learning Assessments
During the first two weeks of SY 2020-21, schools will assess all students from kindergarten
through grade 12 to determine the students' readiness to meet the curricular standards of their
current grade level. Schools may implement one of two options.
One option is for schools to utilize the Hawaii Multi-Tiered System of Support (HMTSS) to
screen students to identify targeted needs. Schools will monitor student progress to inform
instructional design for intervention and differentiation. (Please see our HIDOE link to HMTSS
guide for best practices and considerations for student supports.)
The English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics universal screening will:
● Be administered at the start of the school year (Fall);
● Be aligned to the Hawaii Common Core; and
● Provide a measure of growth with screening also scheduled for mid-year (Winter) and
year-end (Spring).
The other option is for schools to administer school-developed tests to assess student needs.
All grade-levels and course departments will begin their formative assessment cycle during the
first two weeks of school.
●
●

The school-developed pre-tests will be aligned to the Hawaii Common Core.
The pre-assessments will be used as an initial diagnostic to establish baseline
instructional goals and personalization.
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●

Grade-levels and departments will administer 5-10 formative assessments for each
summative assessment to be used to inform quarterly grade determination.

This option may be used for other content areas or at schools that do not currently use a
universal screener. Refer to this memorandum for additional information.

Data Reports
Various data are available to inform decision-making on curriculum, instruction, and student
supports, such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Distance Learning Survey
Summer Learning 2020 data
Universal Screener data
School Quality Survey (SQS)
Strive HI
ESEA School Accountability Performance System report
College and Career Readiness Indicators report (CCRI)

Students with Disabilities
School Response To The Impact of COVID-19 on Students With IEPs
Upon reopening in the fall, schools shall conduct Individualized Education Program
(IEP)/Section 504 meetings to determine each student’s need to compensate for loss of skills
that resulted from the closure of our school facilities. Parent(s)/legal guardian(s) are vital to this
process. As such, it is imperative that schools engage their participation in decision-making.
The IEP/Section 504 teams may determine the need for one or more of the following:
1. High impact strategies/interventions which are available to all students through the
Hawaii Multi-Tiered Support System (HMTSS) process, and/or
2. Revision to the IEP (which may be a new annual), and/or
3. COVID-19 Impact Services.
Services beyond the typical school day may be necessary and are referred to as COVID-19
Impact Services. COVID-19 impact services, as defined in the FAQ OSEP COVID 19
document, is based on individual student needs as determined by the IEP/Section 504 team
and is not defined as a legal remedy for a denial of Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE).
Service Delivery Models
Schools must be mindful of students with disabilities in determining their instructional model.
Placement in the least restrictive environment continues to be a regulatory requirement under
state and federal laws. Physical and social distancing and the creation of cohort classes shall
not result in the segregation of students with disabilities. Small-group pullout (resource or
related services) should be limited to the students within a specific class cohort. If students
composing the small group are from various class cohorts, that service should be provided
virtually when possible.
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Teachers must continue efforts to ensure inclusion of students with disabilities in their online
virtual classroom sessions. Accommodations and modifications based on an individual students’
needs are required. Virtual learning as an instructional choice within a school model may
constitute a change in placement for a student with a disability and thus require the IEP team to
convene.
Students with disabilities negatively impacted by distance learning during spring 2020 should be
prioritized to receive in-person instruction and services. Schools are reminded to design
learning opportunities within their school model that ensure this student population is served.
Student Evaluations/Assessments
Schools must continue to complete pending initial and reevaluation assessments. Please note
that in certain cases, a review of existing data is sufficient to make a determination and develop
a program. Utilizing data from multiple sources and avoiding overreliance on standardized
norm- referenced tests when making eligibility decisions is paramount. The limited diagnostic
accuracy of standardized assessments and utility of evidence-based assessment techniques
should always be considered. Please see Evaluation Process and Use of Assessments for
additional guidance on the evaluation and assessment process.
Additional information the Office of Student Support Services guidance can be found in their
handbook: OSSS School Reopening Guidance.

Technology Devices for Students
Schools to the greatest extent possible should be assigning one device per student to use for
the school year. Classroom sets, such as laptop carts, can be labeled with the name of the
student.
● The HIDOE Digital Transformation for Learning Plan 2020-21 reflects our equity focus
for SY 2020-21 - equity of access to technology, pushing digital supports into
communities, ohana help desk, and expansion of HIDOE’s distance learning platform.

After-School Programs
School administrators have the authority to coordinate programming, approve activities, and
determine the use of school facilities for all out-of-school-time programs. These programs
include:
● A+ Program for elementary schools
● 21st Century Community Learning Centers for all schools (priority to Title I School)
● REACH programs for middle and intermediate schools
● UPLINK programs for middle and intermediate schools
All out-of-school-time programs, with the exception of the A+ Program, are allowed to continue
to provide programming through creative and/or remote mediums when distance learning is in
place for the full school day for all students.
The A+ Program will be provided on regular school days, beginning after school until 5:30 p.m.
The program will not operate when school is closed or when school is open only a half day and
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will be suspended when distance learning is implemented for the full school day for all students.
The A+ Program will be open on early-dismissal parent-teacher conference days.
If many parents express a desire for services to be provided until 6:00 p.m., the site coordinator
may extend program hours if staff schedules and resources can be rearranged.
School administrators should continue to consider the health and safety of staff, service
providers, families and students and provide timely communication to the out-of-school-time
programs and its participants. School administrators are highly encouraged to discuss the
cleaning guidelines with service providers to ensure the facilities are cleaned to HIDOE
standards and to address custodial fees.
Contact Marissa Akui of the Community Engagement Branch at (808) 305-0698 or via email at
marissa.akui@k12.hi.us for assistance.

Student Activities
Student activities are an integral part of the curriculum and must be maintained by adhering to
current health and safety requirements while practicing necessary social and physical
distancing. Schools should continue to promote student voice, civic engagement and
responsibility as aligned to their school design model.

Athletics
HIDOE is collaborating with the Hawaii High School Athletic Association, and various athletic
leagues (Big Island Interscholastic Federation, Kauai Interscholastic Association, Maui
Interscholastic League, and the Oahu Interscholastic Association) to establish requirements for
restarting high school athletics. The requirements will incorporate National Federation of State
High School Associations guidelines that were developed with guidance from the federal
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Separate HIDOE practice guidelines for high
schools will assist with the restart of athletics. Guidelines will adhere to state and county
declarations and health and safety guidelines.

Competitions
School administrators should evaluate academic competitions and other contests throughout
the school year to ensure student and chaperone health and safety.

Music Performances and Competitions
HIDOE collaborated with music teachers and Hawaii Music Organizations across the state to
provide guidelines and resources for facilitating the restructure and delivery of quality
instrumental music instruction during COVID-19 and beyond at the elementary, middle and high
school levels. Please click here for guidelines: https://bit.ly/2B14Ysm
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Student Travel
Student travel off-site during the school day and to off-island destinations will not be allowed
until further notice.

Student Discipline
Chapter 19 remains in effect whether schooling is done in person, with a blended model, or
virtually.
● If a Chapter 19 infraction occurs during virtual schooling, teachers are expected to
address the incident and provide the appropriate discipline and follow-up support.
● Should a student need to be removed from group work in a virtual setting, education for
this student can continue via learning packets or in an individualized virtual setting.
Online/virtual learning should not be used as a means to remove a student with behavioral
challenges out of the class. Further, it should also not be used in lieu of suspension.
Contact:
Sheli Ann Suzuki, Educational Specialist, Chapter 19/PBIS, OSSS
Phone: (808) 305-9787
Email: sheli.suzuki@k12.hi.us

Student Transportation
School start and end times as well as the number of students on campus each day, which will
vary depending on the school model implemented, will have a direct impact on our ability to plan
for, coordinate and manage student transportation in compliance with health and safety
guidelines. Refer to memorandum dated June 23, 2020.
District Transportation Officers (DTO) can help guide the discussion on proposed school
reopening models in a way that will avoid committing the transportation program to unrealistic
expectations. School administrators are urged to consult with their respective DTO throughout
the planning process to reopen schools this fall.
District
Honolulu District
Central Oahu
Leeward Oahu
Windward Oahu
Kauai
Maui/Molokai/Lanai
East Hawaii
West Hawaii

District Transportation Officer
Hayley Yano
Blossom Kawahakui
Stefanie Naone
Janice Olson
Pualani Foster
Robert Joseph
Burgandy Pacheco-Haili
Paula Telles

Phone
784-6864
622-0537
687-9518
233-3680
274-7120
243-1171
974-6411
327-9500

Students will be allowed to sit no more than two persons per bench seat from home to school
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and back home again provided that they agree to wear a face mask on the bus.
HIDOE will issue an emergency supply of face masks to each bus driver. Students who refuse to
remain seated in their assigned seat and students who refuse to wear a face mask on the bus
will be referred to the school administrator for possible disciplinary action.
Additionally, HIDOE will work with school bus service providers to implement intensified cleaning
procedures between scheduled bus trips across the system.
School administrators may contact their District Transportation Officer directly or James
Kauhi, Administrator, Student Transportation Services Branch, at (808) 347-7425 or via
email, at james.kauhi@k12.hi.us.

School Food Services
Complex Area Superintendents and school administrators are urged to consult with their District
School Food Service Supervisor throughout the planning process in reopening schools. The
memo to establish service solutions for school food services is linked and includes meal service
options, safety and sanitation guidelines, application procedures for Free and Reduced-Priced
Meal benefits, and procedures for payment. Refer to memorandum dated June 23, 2020. An
August 14, 2020 memo regarding School Food Service Grab & Go Meals is provided here.
School start/end times, as well as other factors like split schedules, split campuses, and
distance learning, will have a direct impact on our ability to plan, organize, coordinate and
manage the safe reopening of school. Please keep your School Food Service Supervisor
informed.
District
Hawaii
Maui
Kauai
Windward
Leeward
Central
Honolulu

School Food Service Supervisor
Mrs. Catherine Pang
Mrs. Iris Fujimoto
in transition 
Mr. Keith Matsuki
Mr. Harold Ferwada (TA)
Mr. Bryce Ito (TA)
Mrs. Cindy Saffery (TA)

Phone
(808) 784-5514
(808) 784-5513
(808) 784-5515
(808) 784-5521
(808) 784-5520
(808) 784-5522
(808) 784-5512

School administrators may also contact the School Food Service Program Administrator Albert
Scales at (808) 784-5500 or via email at albert.scales@k12.hi.us

Use of Facilities
School administrators may approve requests for the use of their facilities for school or
educational programming activities essential to student services. This includes the A+
afterschool program and programs funded by the 21st Century Community Learning Centers
(21st CCLC) grant; Resources for Enrichment, Athletics, Culture, and Health (REACH); and the
Uniting Peer Learning, Integrating New Knowledge (UPLINK) grant.
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School administrators may also approve requests for community activities connected to
essential services (e.g., food distributions) for the use of their school parking lots and campus
grounds. The school should provide custodial support for cleaning and disinfecting and allow for
the use of nearby restrooms. Priority for the school workforce should be on the core school
operations.
Please refer to August 25, 2020 memo, Use of School Facilities - Updated Interim COVID-19
Guidelines #2. In keeping with the transition to distance learning, use of facilities for all Type I,
Type II, and Type III activities are suspended until further notice.
All Use of Facilities requests and approval should follow the HIDOE requirements set in policy
and health and safety practices aligned with the guidance from the CDC and state health
officials. Visit the Office of Facilities and Operations website to access current forms and
important additional conditions pertaining to cleaning, health and safety requirements. Contact
Richard Kiyabu at (808) 784-5062 or Lisa A. Takata at (808) 784-5025 for assistance.

PERSONNEL AND STAFF CAPACITY
Reporting to Work
Administrators are responsible for distributing the Opening of the School Year Packet for School
Year 2020-2021 to all employees.
● All employees are required to adhere to all BOE policies, HIDOE procedures, rules and
regulations, including guidelines on duties and responsibilities.
○ At the time of distribution, all employees shall be reminded of the aforementioned
responsibility and that they may be subject to disciplinary action, including and up
to termination, for failure to comply with BOE/HIDOE policies, procedures, rules
and regulations.
● HIDOE Code of Conduct establishes standards and expectations which all employees
shall adhere to. As such, it is imperative that a thorough review of the Code of Conduct
occurs.
● Further, administrators should also discuss expectations in relation to COVID-19. (e.g.,
student protocols, recess, etc.)
● The Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) provides employees with paid
sick leave and expanded family and medical leave for specified reasons related to
COVID-19. Refer to the HIDOE July 29, 2020 FFCRA Leave memo/attachments for
further information.

Employee Travel
HIDOE suspended all air travel for business purposes by employees, including domestic,
international, and interisland. Effective July 1, 2020: Professional development, meetings and
collaborations beyond the school or office level should continue to prioritize the use of
e-conferencing to the greatest extent possible until further notice.
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●

●

Out-of-state travel (international and domestic) must be approved by both your Complex
Area Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent/Deputy Superintendent AND the
Superintendent.
Inter-island travel must be approved by your Complex Area Superintendent/Assistant
Superintendent/Deputy Superintendent.

Request for Accommodations
HIDOE will accept and review requests for accommodations from employees when returning to
work. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a comprehensive civil rights law that prohibits
discrimination and guarantees that people with disabilities have the same rights and
opportunities as everyone else.
● To be covered by the ADA, one must have a disability, which is defined as a physical or
mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities; have a
history or record of such an impairment; or be perceived by others as having such an
impairment.
● Employees need to submit the:
○ Form RA-1: Reasonable Accommodation: Request & Approval form
AND
○ Form RA-3: Authorization to Release Medical Information for Reasonable
Accommodation.
Administrators should contact the Equity Specialist assigned to their complex area if they have
questions.

Substitute Teachers
School administrators should review health and safety procedures and social distancing
guidelines with all substitute teachers. All substitute teachers should receive a copy of the
Opening of the School Year Packet for School Year 2020-2021.
Substitute teachers are encouraged to complete the Distance Learning Readiness Course.
There is no cost for the course and substitute teachers may be eligible to receive one day’s pay
at their daily pay rate. For more information please refer to the Distance Learning Modules for
Substitute Teachers memorandum dated August 3, 2020.
HIDOE has implemented additional certification pathways for substitute teacher candidates. For
information on these additional pathways, refer to the New Pathways for Substitute Teacher
Certification memorandum/attachment dated July 21, 2020.

Casual Hires
School administrators should review health and safety procedures and social distancing
guidelines with all casual hires, which include but are not limited to paraprofessional tutors,
paraprofessional educators, part-time tutors, adult supervisors, and classroom cleaners. All
casual hires should receive a copy of the Opening of the School Year Packet for School Year
2020-2021. Hiring and processing procedures for casual hires remain status quo.
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Teleworking
HIDOE’s expectation is that staff will physically report to their central worksite unless a
supervisor has noted a need to grant an exception. Supervisors should refer to the
memorandum dated July 24, 2020.

Professional Development and Training
Professional development and training may be conducted at the school, complex area, or state
level virtually or in-person with adherence to the health and safety guidelines and social
distancing.
● Participants should be provided with online handouts and related materials.
General training and development opportunities for all HIDOE employees may be accessed
through the Employee Training & Development website.
● Website includes links to various HIDOE specific and external training resources.
Professional development opportunities specifically for educators are available via PDE3.

Use of e-Signature
The electronic signature application, Adobe Sign, is available to HIDOE employees to use for
work-related documents and processes.
● This application provides HIDOE employees with an additional method to obtain
signatures and approvals regardless of working in the office or via telework.
● The use of electronic signature is valid and enforceable in most cases under the United
States’ Electronic Signatures Act (2000) and Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS 489E-7).
Accessing Adobe Sign
● Instructions for accessing and using the Adobe Sign product can be found online:
https://sites.google.com/k12.hi.us/adobe-e-sign/resources (employee login required).
● Staff will need to log in using their @k12.hi.us account and password – the same one
used to log into their enterprise Google account.
Additional information
● Review “Electronic Signature” in the HIDOE Technology Guidance for Employees
https://hidoe.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article&sysparm_article=KB0011472 (employee
login required)

Performance Evaluations
SY 2019-20
● All deadlines and guidelines form employee performance evaluations remains in effect.
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SY 2020-21
●

●

●

To allow adequate time for training and for teachers to adjust to new and evolving
teaching conditions, implementation of the Educator Evaluation System (EES) will be
paused during Quarter 1. Further clarification and adjustments to the EES, the annual
manual, and training are expected to be released the second week of September 2020.
A memo on the adjustments to the EES for SY 2020-21 is forthcoming.
Updates or modifications to the Comprehensive Evaluation System for School
Administrators (CESSA) are forthcoming based on a joint HGEA/HIDOE committee
recommendation.
All deadlines and guidelines for other employee performance evaluations remain in
effect. Evaluation meetings may be held virtually.

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Ohana Help Desk
The Ohana Help Desk, launched on August 4, 2020, is available for public school students and
their families who need technology assistance. The Help Desk will provide assistance in areas
such as devices and connectivity troubleshooting, questions on device security, and general
technology questions. For HIDOE or school-specific technology questions, the Help Desk will
refer the caller to the appropriate office/school.
Website: ohanahelpdesk.org
Phone: 643-DESK (3375)
Hours of operation:

Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. HST (except on state holidays)
Sundays 4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. HST (except on state holidays)

Telehealth
During SY 2020-21, all HIDOE students can access a free resource for any health-related
questions and telehealth services. Please see Hawaii Keiki Health Hotline and Telehealth for
information.

Major Partnerships
HIDOE welcomes and encourages sponsorships and collaborative opportunities that strengthen
and enhance school programs and help build solidarity and goodwill within the entire school
community.
Public schools and public school students benefit from sponsorships and public-private
partnerships that often include contributions of resources to support schools’ educational
programs.
Learn more about Partnerships and Collaborative Opportunities.
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CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Cases of COVID-19
When a student or employee either tests positive for COVID-19 or has been identified as a
close contact or household member to someone who has tested positive, please refer to the
Health and Safety Handbook for further guidance on next steps and cleaning protocols.

Modification of Emergency Drills Procedures
Schools will review their practice for evacuation, lockdown, and shelter-in-place drills to include
social distancing to the greatest extent possible. In the event of a real emergency, expediting
the evacuation of the school will take precedence over social distancing protocols.

Principal Handbook Errata Sheet
View the Principal Handbook Errata Sheet for a list of edits through the various versions of this
guide.
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